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1. Description acceptable. Creator Fumito Ueda has noted that, despite in-game messages
to the contrary, this character is female. This character has a diamond-shaped feature
between her eyes that changes to an “I” if a certain save file is present. Missiles from
Basaran can be dodged with the help of this character, who also helps the player keep pace with
Phalanx. Completing a time attack mode on both normal and hard will make this character
appear white. This character surprisingly survives a fall from a chasm on the way to the 16th and
final boss fight in a 2005 PS2 game. Agro is the real name of, for 10 points, what companion of
the giant-slaying Wander in Shadow of the Colossus?
ANSWER: the horse in Shadow of the Colossus (accept Agro before mention; accept just the
horse after the end)

2. Collecting an exorbitant amount of items in this game’s levels earns the player the “Rule
Breaker” status. A villain in this game known as “The Tri” is fought on Foundation Prime
and is a grotesque amalgam of the protagonists’ sidekicks. One character in this game, the
Gamer Kid, can unlock over 20 Midway arcade games and drives the car from Spyhunter.
Lord Vortech kidnaps characters from numerous worlds in this game, whose default protagonists
include Wildstyle, Gandalf, and Batman. A portal is physically assembled at the start of, for 10
points, what toy-and-game hybrid from a Danish block-making company?
ANSWER: Lego Dimensions

3. The first game in this series was also the first in the loosely related Moero!! series in
Japan. A disembodied hand that appeared under certain circumstances in this series was
commonly known as the “phantom paw.” Several games in this series rate victories on a
score of 0 to 100 using a complex scoring system. The cover of the first game in this series
depicts a man wearing a hat bearing the Wilson athletic logo. Though he did not appear in the
games themselves, multiple games in this series depicted Ryne Sandberg on its cover. For 10
points, name this baseball series by Jaleco, whose name reflects the potential result of three
consecutive walks.
ANSWER: Bases Loaded

4. In Dead Rising 3, one of these objects and a motorcycle engine combine to create the
Chest Beam. A robot with no memories who shares its name with one of these things is one
of the playable characters in Freedom Force. A dead crow is oddly found inside one of these
things in Resident Evil VII. In a puzzle in Undertale, one of these objects sits next to a plate
of spaghetti. A rodent stuck in ice is freed using one of these objects in Day of the Tentacle,
though a prequel to that game uses one of these appliances more brutally. In Maniac Mansion, a
hamster can be graphically killed by using, for 10 points, what appliance that warms food?
ANSWER: microwaves (or microwave ovens)
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5. An electronics store in Infamous 2 and a jammed door at the beginning of Bulletstorm
both contain references to this phenomenon. A device known as “Xenon” is often cited as a
reason for this thing, which may also have been caused by the decision to use a lead-free
solder. One unofficial but surprisingly effective response to this this phenomenon involved the
use of a large towel. When asked about this thing, a former EA exec unwisely stated “ya know,
things break.” Peter Moore announced a three year warranty on any console that experienced, for
10 points, what common indication that an early Xbox 360 had failed?
ANSWER: red ring of death (or RROD; accept three rings on an Xbox 360 or similar; prompt
on partial answers or on “Xbox 360 failure” or similar)

6. A hidden and likely glitched character in this game has the fan-assigned name Wechnia,
but is referred to in-game as a string of ten asterisks. A group mentioned in the title of this
game allies with Heavy the Robot and later forms a detective agency. Most of this game
takes place in the Newtrogic High Zone, where numerous allies are trapped in Combi
Catchers. The primary mechanic of this game, Ring Power, means each of its protagonists is
constantly holding a ring. This game introduced the extraneous characters Charmy the Bee and
Espio the Chameleon. Two characters are elastically connected in, for 10 points, what 32X game
starring a red echidna?
ANSWER: Knuckles Chaotix

7. On an episode of Chuck, Chuck finds the secret codes to an armed satellite by accessing
one of these things. Spitfire, a mini-game within DLC for Bioshock 2, has one of these things
featuring a letter “R” and a golf club. These things name a publication by Jamin Warren
that covers video game culture. Brian Kuh may be best known for a film appearance in
which he knows that “if anyone’s interested,” a “potential” one of these is coming up. That one
of these things gives the player just seven seconds to complete a level. The garbled right side of
the 256th level of Pac-Man is an example of, for 10 points, what moments at which an old
arcade game becomes unplayable?
ANSWER: kill screens

8. A cybernetic one of these animals is unwittingly controlled by Dr. Michael Kelly in a PS1
platformer named for it. In Brutal Legend, a set of bass strings are found in the lair of a
giant metallic one of these animals. Cydaea, a boss from the third act of Diablo III, is a
hybrid of a human and one of these animals. Squitter is one of these creatures that amusingly
wears sneakers in Donkey Kong Country 2. Skyrim includes a “Frostbite” variety of these
creatures, which are found in many of the game’s caves. The main antagonist of Limbo is, for 10
points, what creatures exemplified by the Pokemon Ariados and Galvantula?
ANSWER: spiders
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9. The backstory of this character involves his father’s death while working at NASA,
which leads to his mother somehow firing the entirety of NASA and selling off its assets.
The ending of one game featuring this character depicts him in a hotel room with Nikki, a
character from the game Pandemonium!. Comedian Dana Gould voiced this character, whose
greatest foe, Rez, seeks to exploit his love of television. The first game to feature this character
was a pack-in with late versions of the 3DO. This Crystal Dynamics character last appeared in a
1999 game partially titled “Deep Cover” and often catches flies with his tongue. For 10 points,
name this wisecracking gecko.
ANSWER: Gex

10. Description acceptable. In some situations, this type of action is weirdly photographed
by a man rolling around in a white radiation suit. A response to the original instance of this
activity had the word “God” removed from it for Western audiences. In one instance, an
object central this action belongs to Bred. In some versions of this action, a man in overalls
who witnesses it drops to his knees and cries. The arcade version of Final Fight originated this
action, in which it takes place outside a gas station. This action often requires starting with the
left side of a certain object and precedes a similar stage in which barrels are dropped from the
ceiling. For 10 points, name this action taken in a bonus stage of various Street Fighter games.
ANSWER: destroying a car with your bare hands (accept reasonable equivalents like beating
up a car or fucking up a car or whatever)

11. Early in this game, graffiti of names like “Baby” and “Carry” is scrawled on the walls
near a sign reading “Absolute Avenue.” A drug store in this game is used to by vitamins,
which are in turn used with the VitaBlaster. Much like Amazing Tennis, the full title of this
game mentions its programmer and Activision co-creator David Crane. A 2009 remake to
this game, which began as a Wii exclusive, maintained its primary mechanic in which root beer
means rocket and tangerine means trampoline. Jelly beans are fed to the latter of two title
characters of, for 10 points, what NES game about a young man who ventures to Blobolonia?
ANSWER: David Crane’s A Boy and His Blob: Trouble on Blobolonia

12. A game by this man begins against a commander named Fancybot, a robot designed to
sell space horse shampoo. One work by this man includes an email from designer Alan
Weiss and describes the formation of the fictional group “C.H.A.D. T.A.C.O.” In 2014, this
man’s studio Ninja Crime released the math-oriented strategy card game Calculords. This
man was responsible for a feature called “Crapstravaganza” and a column titled “Rest of the
Crap” during his stint with EGM. A glorious article on the 20 Worst NES Games was written by,
for 10 points, what comedic writer for 1-Up and Cracked who is not actually an infant?
ANSWER: Seanbaby (or Sean Patrick Reiley)
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13. Description acceptable. The room in which this scene occurs has flattened boxes in
almost every corner, and another corner of it contains a vending machine. This is among
the first sequences in which the player can be told “prepare to receive civil judgment.”
Upon completing this sequence, the player sees a portion of the first Breencast. The only
non-player character in this sequence is a member of Civil Protection who, as the player
approaches a gate, use a baton to knock a certain item to the ground. The “Submissive” and
“Defiant” achievements can be earned depending on the outcome of, for 10 points, what
mundane sequence between a guard and Gordon Freeman at the beginning of Half-Life 2?
ANSWER: the “pick up that can” scene (accept any answer that describes a scene in Half-Life
2 in which the player has to pick up a can and/or put a can in the trash; prompt on “Half-Life
2 intro” or “tutorial” or similar)

14. A 1981 Midway arcade game titled for this action stars a clown on a unicycle catching
balloons with his hat. A late era Taito NES game stars Thonolan, the title “master” of this
action. A quest in Fable: the Lost Chapters involves a competition of taking this action using
chickens. This action sends a bomb across the floor in most games in the Bomberman series.
In a long-running series, Elena exclusively uses this type of action in contrast Dudley and
Balrog, who do not. Even when out of ammo, Duke Nukem is always able to take, for 10 points,
what general action central to Super Mario Strikers and the FIFA series?
ANSWER: kicking

15. The first game to feature these characters received a DOS port that inexplicably made a
mandatory platform jump impossible to perform. A fighting game starring these
characters introduced the female character Aska, and also included the characters
Armaggon and Wingnut. That aforementioned debut game of these characters featured a
notoriously difficult level set in a dam. Another game starring these characters begins when their
nemesis steals the Statue of Liberty and sends them back in time in levels like “Bury My Shell at
Wounded Knee.” Hyperstone Heist is a game featuring, for 10 points, what heroic reptiles?
ANSWER: Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (or TMNT)

16. A weird 2016 spinoff of this series depicts the children of Rex Power Colt fighting in the
fourth Vietnam War. An ARG begun by one game in this series led to a massive real-life
puzzle that will not be completed until 2113. The latest game in this RedLynx series has 20
collectible hidden squirrels, and added a rideable unicorn in its “Awesome Max Edition.” Elasto
Mania strongly inspired this series, whose “Big Air” mode requires launching the appropriately
named character Rider as far as possible by bailing from a certain vehicle. “Fusion” and
“Evolution” are games in, for 10 points, what physics-y motorbike series?
ANSWER: Trials
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17. One print ad for this game claimed it contained a “toy” that you wouldn’t find “in any
Cracker Jack Box.” Don Marshall is the protagonist of this game, which begins at a “State
Bank” on 32nd Street. The game Police 911 is loosely considered to be part of a series that
began with this game, whose American version excludes the enemy taunt “Die, pigs!” Pink
and blue versions of a device called the Justifier were bundled with some versions of this game;
those devices resembled six-shooters. “The Gun Fighters” is the subtitle of a sequel to, for 10
points, what Konami light gun shooter that controversially used motion captured enemies?
ANSWER: Lethal Enforcers

18. A handheld port of a game in this series rearranges its levels into worlds like
Fantascene Falls and Wet ‘n’ Windy. One game in this series ends with a level named
“Destiny,” which is shaped like a six-sided die. A mini-game oriented release in this series
titled Step and Roll makes use of the Wii Balance Board. The “magical spell is Ei-Ei-Poo” in
this game series, which occasionally features the villain Dr. Bad-Boon. The original arcade game
in this Amusement Vision series did not include the larger-than-usual character GonGon and had
a joystick shaped like a banana. For 10 points, name this arcade platforming series whose title
objects house rolling simians.
ANSWER: Super Monkey Ball

19. A running gag in Zak McKracken and the Alien Mindbenders has one instance of this
substance change color every time it is seen. The protagonist of Kabuki Quantum Fighter
uses this thing as a primary weapon. Grobyc in Chrono Cross has a tech that forms a beam
saber out of this substance. In Mortal Kombat 3, Sindel has a fatality involving wrapping an
opponent in this thing. Millia Rage in Guilty Gear and Twintelle in ARMS both fight with a
weaponized form of this thing. Midna can help Link grab onto things using this thing, which is
an abundant feature of Nariko, the protagonist of Heavenly Sword. For 10 points, name this
feature used by Bayonetta during her “Wicked Weave” attacks.
ANSWER: hair

20. One game in this series depicts the town of Abion, where the aptly named scientist Dr.
Mad will kill a feline character if the player is stupid enough to let him. Though it has
nothing to do with the Metroid series, one game in this series does have a big bad named
“Mother Brain,” who is ultimately defeated by Rolf. This series depicts an evil force that
plagues its universe every thousand years, as referenced in its fourth game’s subtitle, “End of
the Millennium.” Though its modern releases are mostly canonically unrelated, the original four
games in this series are set in the Algol Solar System, three of which were exclusive to the
Genesis. For 10 points, name this Sega RPG series that received multiple “Online” sequels.
ANSWER: Phantasy Star


